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CCEMiami End of Season Party
with Vanito Brown

The CCEMiami will have its End of Season Party with a free
concert of Vanito Brown, Microtheater in English and Spanish and
lots of surprises.

The concert presents Vanito Brown at the CCEMiami through its original and
interesting Cuban fusion, which mixed with funky salsa, cha-cha with ska and
timba- rocanroll. Cuban singer and composer, one of the leading voices of his
generation and a member of the group Habana Abierta created and based in
Madrid since 1996. In the drawing of his songs, a wide range of influences are
able to live together in a particular organic fusion.

Both solo and with Habana Abierta, Vanito Brown has performed on different
scenarios of Spain, Cuba, the U.S. and the world. His first professional experience
with the rock band Lucha Almada who founded and led in 1994 marked the
opening of Cuban music market to the sound of a new generation projection
clearly visible in Habana Abierta, whose sound has been widely emulated by most
of the subsequent music formations and currents in Cuba and Latin America.

Norte Sur Este y Aquel is the title of his latest album, produced by himself for Bis
Music label, study conducted in Maykel Barzagas that includes the participation of
a valuable group of Cuban musicians.

Don't miss Microtheater with the best of the season Passion, from 8 pm to
9pm and from 10:30 pm to 11:30 pm.

URBAN CULTURE
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Thu, December 18, 2014

Venue
Centro Cultural Español de Miami, 1490
Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, FL, 33132
View map

Admission

Free and open to the public

More information
CCE Miami

Credits
Organized by CCE Miami.
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